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Bespoke Danish Fixed Furniture for Education
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The need for schools to develop more flexible
learning environments is increasing at an
exponential rate. ST are ideally placed to meet these
needs head-on. As a full-bespoke company with
many decades of experience, our fixed furniture
solutions for education can be designed and built to
almost any specification. Weʼve worked on projects
throughout the UK, creating solutions for
Uppingham School, Sevenoaks School, Claremont
Fan Court School, Kings School (Canterbury) and
Haberdashersʼ Askeʼs School, to name a few.
Weʼre now looking to extend our portfolio of fixed
furniture installations by working directly with
schools, or appointed architects. Our scalable
service allows us to undertake projects of any size,
from the smallest classroom, to an entire new
school build. Please take a look through the
brochure to get an idea of what we do and how we
differentiate ourselves from our competition.
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THE COMPANY

Combining innovative Danish design
& build quality to deliver a superior,
longer lasting result.
ST have been operating in Scandinavia
since the 1950s, producing the highest
quality Danish fixed-furniture for education.
We've set the standard for delivering a
superior bespoke design and build service,
with a focus on combining the perfect
balance between functionality and
aesthetics. Everything is manufactured to
exacting standards, providing a level of
quality and durability rarely matched by our
competition.

Our highly experienced consultants and
specialists understand the importance of
ergonomics and flexibility in the modern
learning environment. Attention to detail is
paramount. With over 20,000 installations
spanning Denmark, Norway and the United
Kingdom, our combined knowledge and
experience enables us to handle projects of
any size – from a single classroom, to an
entire school build.

We utilise the very best available materials,
fixtures, appliances and technology for all of
our installations – ensuring the most
reliable, long-lasting results. As a Danish
company, we also pride ourselves on our
unrivalled heritage for producing elegant,
but functional design. Our portfolio of work
speaks for itself.

Operating in Denmark since the
1950s, our portfolio extends to
over 20,000 installations
throughout Scandinavia and the
UK. We have the experience to
handle projects of any size, from
a single classroom to an entire
school build.
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OUR SERVICES

From the classroom, to the staffroom, to the
relaxation area. We provide a fully flexible
bespoke solution to suit your needs.
ST produce bespoke, turn-key fixedfurniture solutions for education. We've
installed in schools, colleges, UTCs and
nurseries, providing a seamless end-to-end
service for our clients. We cover everything
from initial planning consultancy, to project
management, in-house production and
installation – followed by a thorough aftersales service to ensure 100% satisfaction
with the end result.

With over 7,500 square metres of factory
grounds and production facilities, we have
the capacity to service projects of almost
any size. Our machines are updated and
optimised regularly, ensuring an efficient
workflow at all times. Production can be
quickly and easily adapted to accommodate
new materials and varying product-line
dimensions at any time.

A unique aspect of our service is that we
factory assemble everything before
shipping. This reduces the risk of on-site
assembly errors considerably, whilst also
cutting installation time to a minimum. It
also means we can execute an extremely
high level of consistency, especially
relevant for larger projects.

Our aim is to work closely with clients to
develop their specific ideas and
individual requirements. Our vast
experience in providing fully bespoke
solutions mean we're always ready to
meet a challenge. If you can conceive
it, we can build it!

As a bespoke provider, we offer a
complete end-to-end service,
followed by a thorough aftersales service. Everything we
design is factory assembled for
maximum efficiency and
consistency. We aim to meet and
exceed customer expectations.
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OUR USPs

We provide a level of innovation, build
quality and durability often unmatched by
our competition.
As a Danish company, we utilise the
highest quality of materials for our projects
to ensure we always promote a strong
competitive edge. Detail is everything, so
we never cut corners that risk jeopardising
the end result. Our installations function
flawlessly, as well as possessing a high
degree of aesthetic appeal. From
conception to completion, we consistently
maintain the highest standards throughout
the entire process.

Innovation also plays a major part in our
portfolio of offerings. For example, the
Hercules hinge we employ for locker and
cupboard doors has an unrivalled load
bearing capacity of 150kg, which is almost
24 stone in weight! It also has a 270 degree
opening arc, avoiding back-bending
breakages so prevalent amongst standard
hinge applications. The specifications of
this unique product alone are currently
unmatched by UK market standards.

Door fronts utilise a composite laminate
construction on both sides and is a much
stronger, more durable and aesthetically
pleasing surface than cheaper melamine
alternatives. They also have an 8mm thick
solid wood edge, overlaid with laminate –
keeping moisture out whilst firmly
reinforcing the edges. This is a significantly
stronger solution than typical PVC edgetype alternatives.

From our high-quality quality carcass,
plinth and surface materials, to our
superior fixtures and fittings, we provide
an unparalleled level of durability and
longevity for any project installation –
regardless of size and scope. We're
confident our Danish heritage and
enviable reputation will ensure you
receive the very best end-to-end design
and build service too – culminating in a
long-lasting, superior result you'll be
immensely proud of.

Our installations are designed
to function flawlessly by
utilising superior quality
materials, as well as possessing
a high degree of aesthetic
appeal. From conception to
completion, our exacting
standards are maintained
throughout the entire process.
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FEATURED PRODUCT

When it comes to science subjects, our
SchoolWing® Connect system stands way
above the competition. Literally.
Both STEM and STEAM principles are
increasingly becoming an important factor
of the modern curriculum. Itʼs vital
classrooms built to teach science subjects
and provide the necessary utilities, also
offer sufficient flexibility to adapt and
accommodate other subjects. Standard
science rooms with fixed piping and utility
points via the floor cannot provide adequate
flexibility. It is a common problem many
schools are facing with their existing
underfloor set-ups.

The solution from ST is SchoolWing®
Connect, a ʻsuspendedʼ overhead modular
system that delivers all of the standard
utilities required for sciences from above,
rather than below. Without the need for
underfloor piping, available floor space is
no longer restricted. The potential to use a
science classroom for other non-science
subjects becomes a reality, creating a truly
flexible learning environment.

So how does it work? The design of
SchoolWing® Connect ensures easy ceiling
and wall installation. The specially designed
suspension mount provides a unique
stability and can be adjusted to any specific
height requirement. Quick-connect couplers
make it possible for students to gain
immediate access to a variety of gas, water
and electricity outlets – providing a very
simple ʻplug and playʼ solution.

At ST, we fully understand the need for
schools to provide the maximum
amount of flexible learning opportunities
within a single classroom – or across
multiple classrooms. In summary,
SchoolWing® Connect is ideal to
facilitate a more dynamic learning
environment, where flexibility, efficiency
and safety are the criteria. By totally
freeing up the floor space, science
rooms can also be used for almost any
other subject at any time.

The SchoolWing® Connect
solution is a suspended modular
system that uniquely delivers all
standard utilities required for
sciences from above, rather than
below. This negates the need for
fixed underfloor piping, thus
creating a truly flexible learning
environment.
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Below is a small selection of images for the following
UK case studies: Claremont Fan Court School,
Haberdashersʼ Askeʼs School and Sevenoaks School.
For further details regarding these projects, or any
others, please get in touch.
My name is Henning Madsen and I am the sole
UK agent for ST. If youʼd like to discuss a pending
project in more detail to ascertain exactly what
we can provide for you, please get in touch. With
our extensive experience developing bespoke
fixed furniture solutions for education, weʼre
confident we can suggest ideas that meet your
specific requirements. In fact, we quite often
exceed customer expectations with regard to
innovation, design and sheer build quality.
We could arrange an initial on-site meeting and
discussion at your school, or why not plan a visit
to one of our existing UK installations? Whatever
your needs, if youʼre looking for tailor-made
flexible learning solutions that deliver effective,
long-lasting results, ST can help.
T: 07939 054949
hem@st-skoleinventar.dk
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Environmental
ECO-FRIENDLY CHOICE OF MATERIALS AND PRODUCTION
ST Skoleinventar consider the environment in our choice of materials and
product manufacturing. Products and components must be made as
environmentally friendly as possible. Requirements relating to the
environment are imposed upon our suppliers, with the ultimate goal of
arriving at a complete environmental declaration.
When manufacturing new products, we choose the best materials,
accessories and production methods from an environmental perspective,
in order to minimise the environmental impact. We believe the
environmental aspects of our products are just as important as the
functional and design aspects.
REUSE OF SCRAP WOOD
We uphold to only using Danish produced chipboards with a 70% share
of regenerated wood. These chipboards are produced by using scrap
from the Danish woods, plus the timber and furniture industry.
By using chipboards made of recycled scrap wood, ST Skoleinventar
contributes to reducing energy consumption and extending the life-cycle
of trees.
ECO-FRIENDLY ADVICE
One classroom can be significantly more environmentally friendly than
another. Interior design solutions, technology, choice of materials, the
age of the facility and equipment, can all be critical factors with regard
to energy consumption and the environment. We provide ʻbest adviceʼ
so you can make the right decisions.
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ST Skoleinventar provide bespoke fixed furniture
solutions for tomorrow's flexible learning environments.
For more information, please visit our website
or contact our UK agent directly.

www.st-skoleinventar.com

UK AGENT

HEAD OFFICE (DENMARK)

Henning Madsen

ST Skoleinventar A/S

North Swindon

Gl. Kongevej 14-20

Wiltshire SN25 2JE

DK - 6880 Tarm

T: 07939 054949

T: +45 9737 1188

hem@st-skoleinventar.dk

info@st-skoleinventar.dk

